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Abstract 

 
The empowerment of women is these days the most critical issues of 21st century. In spite of 
the fact that as a general rule the empowerment of women is as yet a deception. It is seen in 
regular daily existence how women progress toward becoming casualty of different social 
wrongs. The father of our country India, Mahatma Gandhi tested in this field a century back 
and demonstrated the path for the women empowerment and the improvement of the status of 
women. Gandhi trusted that unless and until women, based on education, learning and ability 
don't gain their regard position in social, financial and political fields, they couldn't 
accomplish sense of pride for themselves. Nor they could wind up free in any of the field of life.  
For the duration of his life Gandhi inspired Indians to take concrete and down to earth 
activities with respect to education of women which will bring them out of these hundreds of 
years' old preservationist traditions, customs and standards followed in the general public, 
which were in charge of their social subjection and also mental slavery. 
 Keywords: Gandhi’s Perception of women, empowerment of women, Role of women. 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION  
M. K. Gandhi, the chief individual in the opportunity battle of India, who is the father of India, 
is 'The Nation Maker'. Gandhi put, his perspectives about Economical, Social, Political and the 
state of females in the Society in any books he had composed which gives right bearing for the 
adjustments in the society [1].  
Gandhi was a social and political reformer and gave a solid battle for the reason. He assumed a 
crucial part to expel the social shades of malice submitted against the women of the nation 
through ages. He emphatically trusted that a general public can grow quickly in the event that it 
takes all segments of the general population together into its crease; rich and poor, high society 
individuals and low position individuals and the two men and women. To Gandhi, social 
flexibility was as significant as political opportunity.  
Gandhian logic and his musings relating women' rights and strengthening are very significant 
today than what it was amid his opportunity. Women still keep on suffering from incapacities 
and agonies distressed on them. Women are as yet considered as the weaker sex, still face 
inconspicuous segregation in all fields of life; still are not given equivalent opportunity and 
rights. For Gandhi the topic of women empowerment was comparable to a human rights issue. 
Furthermore, he was a solid promoter of women's rights from the day he accepted authority of 
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the patriot development. His backing of women's rights was a stage forward from his 
forerunners who championed the reason for women's freedom. No reformer or national pioneer 
preceding him had communicated such a great amount of worry about or scrutinized the major 
imbalance and bad form done to women in Indian culture by denying them essential human 
rights. Since the start of his political profession, Gandhi continued working incessantly to 
upgrade the state of the considerable number of ladies socially, monetarily and politically and 
pick up them back their bonafide rights, respect and their benefits [2]. 
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi famously adored as Mahatma Gandhi was not just one of the 
best pioneers of Indian Nationalism however a noteworthy social and political reformer, who 
assumed a critical part in cleansing the Indian culture of its natural wrongs. In such manner, he 
accepted a spearheading part in endeavoring to annihilate the social wrongs conferred against 
the women of the nation through ages. Gandhi's political belief systems, unequivocally tied 
down in philanthropic esteems, were an impression of his otherworldly self. His own 
rationalities of life shaped, all things considered, his political procedures, with which he 
directed Indian on the way to opportunity. For Gandhi, governmental issues were not a 
selective classification, but rather it was especially a piece of one's comprehensive profound 
approach towards life when all is said in done. Consequently legislative issues couldn't be 
separated from social components.  
To Gandhi, social liberation was as basic as political liberation. Gandhi for the duration of his 
life pursued a campaign for the upliftment of the socially discouraged, making huge 
commitments for the upgrade of the status of women in India. Women under his aegis, made a 
development stride towards restoring their character in the general public. Gandhi's rousing 
belief systems supported their confidence and helped them to rediscover their confidence. Not 
just there was a general arousing among the women, however under Gandhi's initiative; they 
went into the national standard, taking parts in the National Movements. In Gandhi's words, 
"To call women the weaker sex is a libel; it is man's injustice to women." "" Gandhi's reformist 
soul arranged the part that he played in motivating the status of women in India." 
 
 

II. STATUS OF WOMEN IN PRE INDEPENDENCE INDIA  
To comprehend top to bottom the part that Gandhi played in enhancing the situation of women 
in the public eye, it is fundamental to take a gander at women's status, pervasive around then. 
At the point when Gandhi developed on to the political situation, social disasters like kid 
marriage and settlement framework were wild. Indian women had a normal life expectancy of 
just twenty seven years. Demise of women in labor was a typical wonder. The level of women 
with essential education was as low as two percent. The male centric nature of the general 
public restricted ladies to the status of a second rate sex subordinate to their male partners. The 
purdah framework was in full vogue in Northern India. Unless joined by their male 
gatekeepers, the women were not allowed to wander out without anyone else. Just a modest 
bunch few could profit of instruction and go to schools. It was in such a grim milieu, to the 
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point that Gandhi assumed the liability of carrying a social campaign that prompted a 
noteworthy reorientation of the basic thought of women in the Indian culture. 
 
 
III. GANDHIJI’S VIEW ON WOMEN EMPOWERMENT 
In his political program, on need premise he worked for the discouraged and the denied and 
women were the greatest piece of this fragment. He accepted and furthermore took after the 
guideline of „Sarvodaya‟ – which implies far reaching advancement of every single, both man 
and women. Gandhi said "Womenhood isn't limited to the kitchen just, when the woman is 
freed from the servitude of kitchen that her actual soul might be found." In perspective of that 
as an initial move towards it, he gave them a clarion call amid the opportunity development to 
come.  
In spite of the fact that the idea of non-separation is key to all hypotheses identifying with 
women’s rights, shockingly even today we find that sexual orientation segregation has turned 
into a worldwide marvel and it is noticeable in each part of women’s life. In this manner we 
need to think back again to Gandhi and esteem his words and works for direction to make 
progress in our main goal of engaging women. He undoubtedly has demonstrated the way to 
achieve the objective in a powerful way.  
Gandhi held extremely radical perspectives about the liberation and strengthening of women. 
Recovery of women was an imperative part of his valuable program, where women were 
agreed uncommon thought. He had dynamic vision on the different issues and issues 
identifying with women, which has regularly been reflected in his various compositions and 
talks. He raised his voice against female feticide, child murder, youngster marriage, 
widowhood, inappropriate behavior of women, abusive behavior at home against women, 
victimization young lady tyke, disavowal of instruction to women, settlement framework and 
so forth i.e., all the touching issues and issues identifying with women of the contemporary 
world.  
His encounters and examinations, his inquires about and speculations while breaking down the 
reasons for women’s degeneration drove him to infer that something is drastically amiss with 
the general population the two men and women against which the general public ought to be 
sharpened and changed. He attempted numerous endeavors to enhance the state of women by 
making open mindfulness. At the start he reprimanded the partialities and the inclinations of 
Indian social structure, especially men against women. 
He was extremely basic in his judgment of men’s abuse of women and in that setting he said : 
"Of the considerable number of disasters for which man has made himself dependable, none is 
so debasing, so stunning or so fierce as his manhandle of the better 50% of the humankind". 
Gandhi had faith in the innate bore, abilities and also the ability of women, so he needed the 
general public, to take the fullest preferred standpoint of their shrouded possibilities and not 
simply to fit them just as homemakers. His perspective of equivalent privileges of women and 
his high regard of women is seen in his announcement: “Woman is the companion of man 
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gifted with equal mental capacities. She has the right to participate in the minutest details of the 
activities of man and she has the same right of freedom and liberty as he. She has the privilege 
to take an interest in the minutest points of interest of the exercises of man and she has an 
indistinguishable right of opportunity and freedom from he. Further he clarified: To me the 
female sex isn't the weaker sex, she is the exemplification of forfeit, quiet enduring modesty, 
confidence and information. In any case he lamented that her administrations and commitments 
towards his family and society have never been perceived. In perspective of this he needed men 
to understand that the strengthening of women isn't a risk however an approach to enhance 
families and social orders. 
 
In addition he was clear in his mentality that the strengthening of women isn't just an ethical 
objective however an essential for reinforcing majority rule convention and battling against 
treachery and abuse. What's more, to achieve that he demanded break even with rights and 
chances to be given to women. As right on time as 1919, tending to a women’s gathering at 
Bombay he communicated his emotions: "As long as women in India doesn’t take part similarly 
with men in the issues and the undertakings of the world and in additionally in the issues of 
religious and legislative issues, we should not have the capacity to accomplish the overall 
improvement of India. Facilitate Gandhi clarified the point by giving a case: "Men who 
experience the ill effects of loss of motion of one side of the body can do no work. Thus if 
women don't partake in men’s undertakings, the nation is sound to stay in a pitiful express." All 
that he needed was the tranquil concurrence of man and woman. He needed changed 
dispositions, qualities, convictions and conduct for women at standard with men. 
Gandhi unequivocally trusted that lone women should lead the associations committed to the 
reason for women empowerment. That is on the grounds that he learnt from his encounters that 
genuine progression and strengthening of women can come just through their own particular 
endeavors. It is outstanding that infringement of women’s Human Rights is regularly ignored 
in open deliberations, discourses and choices relating the issue because of the nonappearance of 
women in such bodies and associations. This issue as of now Gandhi had expected long back 
and along these lines he generally demanded women’s part in basic leadership process. Today 
the greatest test before humankind is the subject of women’s advance and improvement. 
Gandhi, for the duration of his life, battled hard for the upliftment of the socially discouraged 
individuals and furthermore made huge commitments for the advancement of the status of 
women in India. Women under his direction made a turning point to stride towards restoring 
their character and position in the general public. Gandhi’s motivating philosophies supported 
their ethics and rediscovered their confidence [3]. 
 Not just there was a general arousing among women, yet under Gandhi’s authority they 
likewise went into the National standard, taking parts in the National developments. According 
of the Gandhi’s words, In Gandhi's words, "To call women the weaker sex is a slander; it is 
man's bad form to women". The perspectives of Mahatma Gandhi and the activities attempted 
by him may not run altogether with the present circumstances as the circumstances have 
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irreversibly changed however the trustworthiness of the Mahatma Gandhi, the affection and 
regard he had for the women, can never be questioned. 
 
 
IV. GANDHI’S VIEW ON CONTRIBUTION OF WOMEN  
Generally, man and woman are one; their issues must be in one quintessence. The spirit in both 
is the same. Each is a supplement of the other. The one can't live without the other's dynamic 
help.  
In any case, there is almost certainly that sooner or later there is bifurcation. While both are in a 
general sense one, it is additionally similarly obvious that in frame there is a crucial contrast 
between the two. Subsequently the livelihoods of the two should likewise be unique. The 
obligation of parenthood, which most by far of women will dependably attempt, requires 
characteristics which man require not have. She is latent, he is dynamic. She is basically escort 
of the house. He is provider; she is the guardian in each feeling of the term. The specialty of 
raising the babies of the race is her uncommon and sole privilege. Without her care the race 
must end up wiped out... The division of circles of work being perceived, the general 
characteristics and culture required are for all intents and purposes the same for both the 
sexes....  
He had significantly said that the woman is the incarnation of Ahimsa: ahimsa implies 
unbounded love, which again implies vast limit with respect to agony. Who yet woman, the 
mother of man, demonstrates his ability in the biggest measure? She indicates it as she conveys 
the baby and bolsters it amid nine months and infers delights in the agony included. What can 
beat the misery caused by the strings of work. In any case, she overlooks them in the delight of 
creation. Who, again endures day by day with the goal that her angel may wax from every day? 
Let her exchange that adoration to the entire of mankind, let her overlook she at any point was 
or can be the question of a man's desire. Also, she will involve her pleased position by the side 
of man as his mom, creator and quiet pioneer. It is given to her to exchange the specialty of 
peace to the notice world yearning for nectar. She can turn into the pioneer in Satyagraha which 
requires the stout heart that comes from faith and suffering. 
Gandhi pronounced that we can't restore our obligations to Mother India or Mother Earth or 
women as moms who have given us everything. We ought to stay faithful to them and stop to 
abuse. We should "rediscover" status of women and give them full regard and bolster required 
by them in residential and different works.  
Women's activist analysts vary generally in the appraisal of Mahatma Gandhi's hypothesis and 
routine with regards to women’s liberation amid the Indian Nationalist Movement.  
Ketu Katrak keeps up, for instance, that "like other Indian social reformers, Gandhi 
strengthened British liberal and royal approaches since he didn't challenge women’s 
subordinate position in the male centric family structure.  
Obviously Madhu Kishwar affirms that Gandhi saw women not as objects of changes... in any 
case, as reluctant subjects who could, in case they pick, advance toward getting to be specialists 
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of their own destiny. Thusly Gandhi addresses a basic break from the perspective of a 
significant part of the pioneers of the change advancements of the late nineteenth century... The 
principal responsibilities of the Gandhi to the purpose behind women lay in his by and large 
and unequivocal accentuation all alone regard and autonomy in the family and society. 
It took quite a while for Gandhi to beat the types of sexism, elegance, and prejudice that he 
disguised as a young fellow. The procedure was difficult for him and for Kasturba. Be that as it 
may, from the viewpoint of social women's liberation, he gained tremendous ground. The new 
(women occupied with women's activist development) cherished Gandhi since he talked their 
dialect; he did what they needed men to do, and urged other men to take action accordingly. 
Given the conspicuous difference in Indian culture amongst man and women’s societies 
comprehensively men is more hostile unbending, controlling society and woman’s more social, 
libertarian, liquid, opened peace-cherishing society, it isn't amazing Gandhi picked the last 
mentioned. The more distant family, even with its male centric methods of predominance, gave 
numerous women a wide extent of articulation than either the British or the Indian open circles. 
Gandhi's push to demonstrate Indian open life on the joint family brought a huge number of 
women into social and political foundations of the country. Value women's liberation, then 
again, appeared to be unfamiliar to women amid the Indian Nationalist women except for a 
modest number if center to-high society women who lived principally in urban communities.  
Gandhi had upheld three particular levels of women’s investment in the national development. 
First, women who had familial obligations, for example, care of kids and the matured were to 
satisfy just their essential obligations which were not to be surrendered for the national 
development.  
Second, a social occasion included ladies from whom he expected a relinquish of the delight of 
housekeeping and tyke disapproving. On the off chance that officially wedded these women 
were relied upon to stay abstinent for the country. He exhorted Vijay Lakshmi Pandit and her 
better half, for example, to hone chastity in the wake of having favored the marriage.  
Third, all day laborers were relied upon to remain single and devote themselves altogether to 
the battle for freedom.  
Unmistakably Gandhi hypothesis and practice-which unfurled more than five decades on two 
nations were colossally mind boggling, as the voluminous research about him has appeared. 
Value woman's rights has been so focal among western women's activist that social woman's 
rights is overlooked, underestimated, or seen as a before and less radical antecedent to genuine 
(Equity) woman's rights. In view of a value women's activist examination of Indian women in 
the patriot time, Forbes conditions of Sarojini Naidu, "by linking feminism with nationalism, 
she and her colleagues hindered the development of a radical feminist critique of women's 
work. 
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V. GANDHIJI’S PERCEPTION OF WOMEN  
A considerable difference was seen in the Gandhi's impression of women from that of previous 
and additionally contemporary reformers of his chance. The position taken by other social 
reformers and in addition by a portion of the pioneers, preceding Gandhi made a defenseless 
picture of the Indian women. With the rise of Gandhi, another origination of ladies bit by bit 
picked up ubiquity. For Gandhi, women were not insignificant toys or dolls in the hands of men 
neither their rivals. Rather Gandhi trusted that, "“Intellectually, mentally and spiritually women 
is equivalent to a male and she can participate in every activity.” In his work, addresses and 
compositions, Gandhi said that in numerous issues, particularly those of resilience, tolerance 
and forfeit, the Indian women are better than the male. Gandhi, while he remained at home, 
attempted to help his significant other, Kasturba, in her every day family unit exercises [4], [5].  
These days in the western nations, men are urged to be with their spouses amid the conveyance 
and furthermore they should contribute with diaper changing, sustaining and so on exercises. 
Gandhi rehearsed this cutting edge idea 90 years prior in his family. 
 
 
VI. ROLE OF WOMEN AS ENVISAGED BY GANDHIJI 
Regarding the role of women, Gandhi once said, “Womanhood is not restricted to the kitchen.” 
He opined and felt that, “Only when the woman is liberated from the slavery of the kitchen that 
her true spirit may be discovered.” It doesn’t mean that women should not cook, but only that 
household responsibilities be shared among men, women and children. 
In a letter kept in touch with Raj Kumari Amrit Kaur from Wardha on 21st of October 1936, 
Gandhi stated, , “If you women would only realize your dignity and privilege and make full 
use of it for mankind, you will make it much better than it is. But man has delighted in 
enslaving and you have proved willing slaves till the slaves and the slave- holders have become 
one in the crime of degrading humanity. My special function from childhood, you might say, 
has been to make women realize her dignity. I was once a slave- holder myself but Kasturba 
proved an unwilling slave and thus opened my eyes to my mission. Her task was finished. Now 
I am in search of a woman who would realize her mission. Are you that woman, will you be 
one?” along these lines, Gandhi dedicated himself to such a mission and defined perspectives 
on all parts of a woman’s life, political, social and local and even the extremely individual. 
Gandhi laid more accentuation on the part of women in the political, monetary and social 
liberation of the nation. Under his direction and authority women turned out from their homes 
and joined India's battle for autonomy.  
To the extent the monetary liberation of ladies was concerned Gandhi felt that female society 
could be occupied with the bungalow and little scale businesses of the town, for example 
spinning, broom, basket and rope making, oil processing, etc. so the provincial women can 
supplement and add to the family wage. Hence the strengthening of women must be done to 
enhance the nature of the general public and improvement of the economy. 
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VII. GANDHIJI’S VOICE AGAINST THE SOCIAL EVILS 
From Gandhi’s point of view, although he had great respect for the traditions of the country, he 
realized that certain customs and traditions of the Indian society were anti-ethical to the spirit of 
development of the women of the nation. Gandhi quoted, “It is good to swim in the waters of 
tradition; but to sink in them is suicide”. Thus, he was completely against many social customs, 
traditions, norms and values and social evils like child-marriage, widowhood, the dowry 
system, the Pardah system and prostitution, the witch-hunting, etc. which threat the 
development of the society. 
 
 

VIII. EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN: THE GANDHIAN MODEL 
According to Gandhi, the three important factors that promote women empowerment are: 
education, employment and change in social structure. All the three components are equally 
important and mutually related. Simply educating the women would not automatically 
empower them. For example Kerala- the state that has hundred percent (100%) literacy but the 
women folk is not even today free from exploitation. This is because of the fact that the 
traditional society is yet to be reformed to provide equal rights to the women. 
 
 
IX. CONCLUSION 

It can be said without a doubt, that Mahatma Gandhi tested a century back and demonstrated 
the path for the empowerment of women and the change of the status of women in the country. 
Be that as it may, as a general rule we can see totally a contrary photo of the empowerment of 
women. It is an incredible lament for us that even today empowerment of women is as yet 
confined in a few families. They are not allowed to enter into certain jobs, beyond doctors, 
nurses, teachers and clerical jobs. In the family, the women at some point additionally turn into 
the casualty of abusive behavior at home and in the general public they are likewise misused by 
the social indecencies like dowry system, prostitution, witch-hunting etc. 
It's about time that we need to recall and take after the brilliant useful tidbits of Gandhi relating 
Human Rights and Empowerment of Women for it to truly end up significant. The guideline of 
peacefulness is his most prominent commitment to world progress and if this standard is 
entirely trailed by all countries, in each general public and family at that point there will be no 
victimization women and where there is no separation, there is no need of empowering women; 
consequently there will be a fair society in light of correspondence and equity. There lies the 
pertinence of Gandhian ideas and thoughts. 
Gandhi thought us that empowerment of women without sharing our material, financial, 
intellectual resources with poor people women isn't conceivable. Sharing requires forfeit. To put 
it plainly, this is the Gandhian recipe (sharing and forfeit). No one has done as much as Gandhi 
has done to bring out masses of illiterate women from the four dividers of their homes. A 
couple of talented women were spotted by him who worked shoulder to bear with him, similar 
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to Midas contact, anyone whom he contacted wound up lively and dynamic warrior of 
development and not a dormant symbol of gold. Huge numbers of us need to change our way 
of life. Ladies must be cognizant and mindful to feel and acknowledge at each progression of 
their life that they are manufacturers of their country and the peaceful world. 
The hand that rocks the cradle is the hand that rules the world! 
Let the pursuit of power be not only aim of the women empowerment. It should be "total 
emancipation". No one can double the efforts made by Gandhi to empower women. He had 
attracted so many millions of not only literate but illiterate women without the power of state, 
without the modern information technology and offering in return only sweat, toil, and pain, is 
an exceptional feat! His insistence on Women's education is the first step in right direction. We 
still have miles to go to achieve our cherished goal to empower women. 
Let the pursuit of power be not only aim of the women empowerment.  It ought to be "total 
emancipation". Nobody can try harder made by Gandhi to empower women. He had pulled in 
so a huge number of educated as well as illiterate women without the intensity of state, without 
the cutting edge data innovation and offering consequently just sweat, toil, and pain, is an 
exceptional feat! His emphasis on Women's instruction is the initial phase right way. Regardless 
we have a long way to go to accomplish our loved objective to empower women. 
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